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Investigating Proactive Services from a Human Personality Perspective

At present, emerging digital technologies transform the nature of service and customer relationships. Proactive Services (PAS) are a new kind of service that promises value for customers through decision support in an anticipatory and target-oriented manner or by handling tasks on behalf of customers. Although service research is a mature discipline and covers many different perspectives, PAS have attracted little attention so far, especially in business-to-consumer contexts. This circumstance is mainly rooted in the novelty of PAS. To understand PAS, Rau et al. (2020) developed a PAS taxonomy focusing on different characteristics of PAS. Further research should investigate to what extent human personality – more precisely which type of customer – prefer which PAS characteristic most. Here, the BIG FIVE model in combination with the KANO model may help consider personality of customers in a structured manner (McCrae and John 1992).

The aim of the thesis is to apply the BIG FIVE model to the context of PAS. It shall be outlined how the human personality affects the customers to use PAS in their lives. To examine the influence of different PAS characteristic from a human personality perspective, an empirical survey is already conducted and has to be analyzed.
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